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Rob Burnside thinks he's getting the hang of things. It almost seems as if he has learned all he

needed to from his unusual closet. Beardy, the doorknob, has it locked up and there are no signs of

the closet door opening again. But something slips from the closet unnoticed and that something is

part Gollum, part Cat in the Hat. He's an intense creature with mad rhyming skills. When Rob's

family wins a trip to Colorado, something extra makes it into his luggage. Get ready for school fights,

train rides, long mysterious hikes, and a creature unlike any of the others. What Rob will discover is

epic.A Christy Ottaviano Book
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My son loves these books. I find them funny, as well. I like the main character because he seems

like a "good kid." My son like the drawings because they are somewhat similar in layout to Wimpy

Kid, but the main character has so much more at his core. He's NOT a selfish little twerp, and I like

that a lot. We have all the books in the series, so far, and I'm looking forward to buying the next one

when it comes out. I plan on having the whole set in my children's library. I highly recommend this

book, and all in the series.



There isn't enough great things to be said about this whole series of books. THey got my son to

start reading at 8 years old and he's continued to collect these even now at 10 years old. Anything

that can inspire a child to read is absolutely fantastic in my eyes and deserves a perfect score.As far

as the story goes - cannot comment, because I haven't read any of the books, but my son has

stated that he's loved every single one, so that's enough for me.As long as he loves 'em - I'll keep

buying 'em!

Such a great series full of humor, imagination and adventures! It only took couple of chapters of

Potterwokie to have my 6 year old son hooked. He read them all by himself, binge read them in lees

than 4 weeks! It propelled his reading to a whole new level. I am at a loss now of what to read next.

Mixing up well known characters from other children's books is just genius and very funny.

You really did it now, Skye. Even though it took a while, it was worth it. (saxaphone music) I have a

suggestion. Slappy the dummy. If you haven't heard of him, read goosebumps: Night of the Living

Dummy. That is all for this reveiw. Bye!

very awesome and boss book. i thought this is a great chidren book!!!!!! Also itt is a pretty good

price to. i think rob and janae are finally getting lover things but i dont want to spoil thing so ya, i

think its a cool book :)

My son and I enjoyed this book, as with all the others too,can't wait for the next! Thanks and keep

up the good books:)

Another enjoyable book in the series.

These books are sooooo great!
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